
A high school soccer game at a public field in East Harlem was canceled after a group of migrants refused to
leave the pitch so the kids could play.

“I directly asked them to leave and some of them kind of took it into consideration, but then four or five of them
said, ‘You know what, f–k it, we don’t have to leave, we can do whatever we want,'” said Erik Johansson, the
coach of the Manhattan Kickers 17-year-old boys travel team.

About 40 boys from both teams showed up on Sunday, April 14 at Thomas Jefferson Park for the 5 p.m. match.
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The Kickers were set to face off against FA Euro New York.

A soccer match between two club teams was canceled last week when a group of supposed
migrants refused to leave the field.
Helayne Seidman
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Travel teams in the city struggle to find available field space, according to parents and coaches.
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But a group of about 30 men who appeared to be African migrants and spoke little English, wouldn’t leave —
even when the cops showed up.

To resolve the conflict, the cops asked to see a copy of the club team’s city permit.

“When you show up with two teams in uniform, a ref and two coaches, usually nobody is asking to see your
permit,” said Johansson.

By the time Johansson’s assistant was able to forward a copy of the Kickers’ permit, the game had been
delayed 30 minutes and the teams didn’t feel safe.

“Even when the game is over, you don’t know if they’re waiting for you, so even if the cops kicked them out, it
may not be over. So we just all agreed, this is too dangerous,” Johansson said.

Helayne Seidman
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NY Home Depot hires guards, dogs to keep parking lot safe from thieves,
aggressive migrants
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In his home country of Sweden — which saw a massive influx of migrants in recent years — the clashes on the
pitch were all too common.

“I have seen this before, I know how bad it can get,” he said.

Parents told him they were rattled by the incident, and don’t want to play at the field anymore. Johansson said
they don’t plan to return.

Weekends at Thomas Jefferson Park are busy with permitted teams and other groups competing for
field time.
Helayne Seidman
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At other fields, like in East River Park, they don’t have these issues — but field space in the city is limited and
they take what they can get.

“It’s so frustrating that the guys who refused to follow the rules won,” Maud Maron, a SoHo mom whose son
plays on the team, told The Post.

“That’s the message the kids got.”

2233 What do you think? Post a comment.

She said it is a sign of the Big Apple becoming “lawless.”

The East Harlem field is packed with teams competing with adults for weekend time on the turf, parkgoers said.
Randall’s Island, which sits on the other side of the Harlem River, was converted into shelter space for 2,000
migrants last year at the expense of the popular youth soccer fields.

F I L E D  U N D E R  EAST HARLEM ,  IMMIGRATION ,  MIGRANTS ,  SPORTS ,  4/20/24

Randall’s Island, which sits on the other side of the Harlem River opposite Thomas Jefferson Park,
was converted into shelter space for 2,000 migrants last year at the expense of the popular youth
soccer fields.
Helayne Seidman
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Show 40 more replies

Flatbush Expat
23 hours ago

I don't understand why the cops didn't ask the people on the field for their permit. If folks can just show 
up and play, what's the point of having clubs or organizations pay for permits that allow for use of the 
field at specific times? They should have forced the occupying group off the field and played the game 
with a delay.  These hands-off policies at the NYPD with migrants are creating a sense of entitlement.  
 
The parents and league folks are scared of physical repercussions and no NYPD support, so they just 
cancelled the match.  That's the real problem.  

Reply · 950 · Share

11 replies

anyway…
20 hours ago

Actually, the real problem is that the police didn't do their job. But they were just doing what they 
were told by their higher-ups.

Reply · 399 · Share

5 replies

Benjamin Dover
21 hours ago

Not all fields require permits for use but permits can be issued for certain time slots. Softball fields 
frequently had conflicts like this back in the day, but people knew how to act. Civilization depends 
on civil behavior. When you ask nothing of some people, nothing is what you get.

Reply · 181 · Share

CalamityJane
22 hours ago
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Show 28 more replies

Hochul went on the view yesterday to let us know that her parents came over here as immigrants and  
"we are a nation of immigrants" and all are welcome.  Maybe somebody should remind her that this is 
not 1910 when the immigrants who landed here were just grateful to be here...loved their new home and 
did not ask for any special treatment or entitlements.  

Reply · 743 · Share

2 replies

HumanLabRat
20 hours ago

My great, great, great, grandfather came to the US legally on a Congress bill for work visas that 
allowed Chinese, Germans, Italians, and Irish immigrants to work on the railroads. The US 
government followed the laws more in 1800s than they do now. Food for thought. 

(Edited)

Reply · 114 · Share

7 replies

MB
20 hours ago

And my Italian grandparents came legally & had to show that they wouldn’t be a burden to the city 
of NY

Reply · 399 · Share

Show 2 more replies

Curt F.
19 hours ago

Everyone who is outraged by this - most, anyway - will continue to vote for the same kind of leadership 
and policies that enable this.
 
I wish I was wrong but sadly it is reality.

Reply · 83 · Share

Lab Rat undefined
1 hour ago

100% correct. Thank God I live in Florida

Reply · 16 · Share

Old Krowz
1 day ago

The stench of progressive woke policies in democratic-run cities is destroying the fabric that bonded 
their citizens with unity and the expectation of security from crimes leaving taxpayers feeling vulnerable 
left out of the process and at the mercy of political insanity 



Show 12 more replies

Reply · 1.2K · Share

3 replies

Tommy McMuffin
21 hours ago

Exactly their plan! Remove the sense of community. Individualize and isolate. Enhance the feeling 
of vulnerability. Then, eventually, people will lose their will to defend themselves and turn to the 
government for protection

Reply · 200 · Share

13 replies

George Skatavach
22 hours ago

If I was a criminal I would move to NY City and go on a crime spree. I’d steal $900 worth of stuff a 
day for the rest of my life or until they got tougher on crime. 

Reply · 382 · Share

Show 1 more reply

Section113
22 hours ago

See a field? Just take it. Walk into a store? Take what you want and leave. Get on a plane, train or bus? 
Just sit down and don't pay.
 
After being invited to cross our border without penalty, being handed money, food, tickets, given shelter 
and concierge service to whatever you wanted to go in a big...
See more

Reply · 135 · Share

Mc
20 hours ago

Also don’t forget- they have complained about everything they are getting for free as being 
inadequate. 

Reply · 75 · Share

1 reply

DJ David Jones
19 hours ago

Democrats cater to the non-taxpayers at the expense of the taxpaying voters. What could possibly 
go wrong?

Reply · 47 · Share



Show 4 more replies

Charles Buday
23 hours ago

This what America has come to. Just wait, one more term, for the incumbent, should be the dagger 
driven into the heart of this country. I don't understand why everyone doesn't see into the future. I'm 
certainly not a Trump supporter, but how can you not see the damage this man has caused?

Reply · 197 · Share

3 replies

DC1
23 hours ago

You say you are not a Trump supporter, if what he did for this country and right about, illegal 
immigration, covid c oming from a chinese lab, why?  We had no threats of war as now.
I really feel our enemies feared him, not knowing what he may do if they stepped out of line, but 
that was important f...
See more

Reply · 90 · Share

2 replies

Snikk Rikk
22 hours ago

Biden DID NOT GET 81 million citizens votes.  He just didn’t statistically it’s impossible they’ve 
already proven that ya know people that know math and such.

Joe will round out his 2nd term with a cool 90 million, for democracy yo.

Reply · 76 · Share

Sulfuric Acid
22 hours ago

Me, a USA citizen, will be thrown in the slammer in a second, if I behave like that. It looks like anyone 
not a USA citizen will have more rights and respect than an American citizen. Deeply sorry about their 
situation, but we have ports of entry and procedures to do it legally.

Reply · 74 · Share

Paul Smith
22 hours ago

Now you understand 

Reply · 13 · Share

Mibalz Ishari
23 hours ago

The parents probably voted Democrat. They are getting what they asked for. 



Show 1 more reply

Until people wake up and vote for crime fighting, law enforcing and constitution abiding politicians, they 
will continue to be subjected to crime and a rapidly declining society. 
Vote Republican. Send a message to your Democ...
See more
Reply · 414 · Share

JustJulie
22 hours ago

They don’t see it that way, though.  There’ll be some mental gymnastics that allow them to 
somehow blame it on Republicans and other Trump supporters.

Reply · 83 · Share

Florida Sun
22 hours ago

Florida knows 💜💜

Reply · 67 · Share

AK
21 hours ago

It’s bizarre and sad how two people can see the same situation and logic and come to different 
conclusions. Any one who feels that bail reform, open borders, not enforcing the basic laws will do 
anything but destroy society and this country needs mental help. 

Reply · 79 · Share

Big Steve
20 hours ago

It’s amazing isn’t it AK. Though, I believe that the tide is slowing changing, but I think it’s to late. 

Reply · 17 · Share

1 reply

Tom Menino
22 hours ago

Enabling this behavior is just going to make it more common. The NYPD is hamstrung by the city 
leadership and the pro-disruption DA's office, but arresting a few of the louder trespassers couldn't have 
hurt.

Reply · 19 · Share

Allen
22 hours ago

All of the comments here will not change the fact that this is the new normal.
 



Show 1 more reply

The point of no return occurred when kids were sent home from their schools to accommodate the new 
arrivals. 
Reply · 72 · Share

2 replies

FT
21 hours ago

Voting GOP will.

Reply · 29 · Share

AlphaMike
19 hours ago

So true….sad right???

Reply · 8 · Share

Joe Silva
22 hours ago

"we don’t have to leave, we can do whatever we want,'"
 
When you refer to foreign criminals in our country as "migrants", sympathize with their false claims, and 
reward them for breaking our immigration laws, it's entirely predictable that they would claim other 
'rights' and break other laws.
 
Here the...
See more

Reply · 73 · Share

Fred
23 hours ago

they don't have good housing, so they live in public. they take over good public locales and citizens don't 
want to be around them so they just stay home. citizens wont go out as much into public as the migrants 
spread and take over more and more public spaces. it takes but a small number of people...
See more

Reply · 56 · Share

Dean Is My Name
22 hours ago

Next, they are going to flood the NY public libraries and camp out all day inside there for free with 
adequate air conditioning, water, rest rooms to use and free internet service.  Oh...since most of 
them don't know how to speak or read English, none of the free books to borrow and use would be 
an...
See more



2 replies

Reply · 31 · Share

1 reply

Doug Ace
23 hours ago

In two weeks they are installing voting machines to replace the goal posts. Pretty neat idea.   

Reply · 26 · Share

Snikk Rikk
22 hours ago

Why should this surprise anyone they entered illegally and were told they’d get everything for free with 
no consequences so adjust accordingly no?

Reply · 33 · Share

Charles Darwin
23 hours ago

Imagine "migrating" to another country  and flaunting that country's laws. The standard talking point is 
that these people are coming here for a "better life". A better life for them, but not for us. It's an invasion.

Reply · 117 · Share

1 reply

Holdonurcommentiswaitingforapproval
20 hours ago

Dem0crats only care ab0ut politics - first and foremost. That's why they are all in fav0r of all the 
1llegal al1ens biden has let into our country since the st0len elect1on of 2020.....

Reply · 29 · Share

AlphaMike
19 hours ago

We would be deheaded…

Reply · 7 · Share

Ed Marlukes
23 hours ago

Anyone who wants to know what’s going on with this in NYC, can go to Randall’s and look. The field in 
this story is a short walk over the footbridge connecting East Harlem to the migrant center. They use 
that to get to te field. 

Reply · 31 · Share



Emilio FFL
22 hours ago

Well the politicians brought back the crime  era of the 80’s.  So the neighborhoods have to do what we 
use to do, protecting our own communities. NYC went from passive Policing and crime was out of 
control, to pro active policing and the city was safer than ever, and people in there hoods didn’t ha...
See more

Reply · 14 · Share

DCII
23 hours ago

I keep saying this. America beware. This is what happened in the UK and Europe. Now Ireland is falling. 
The red scare is real. 

Reply · 71 · Share

mars
22 hours ago

Ireland riots 2023 holiday season. hijabs banned France. Norway all but one border closed. At start 
of Oct attacks Israel said "We fail Europe will be overrun" Europe let too many in but Europe is 
cracking down. America under dems is a disaster for law abiding people

Reply · 52 · Share

1 reply

Joe Scarborough is a Liar
23 hours ago

Americans aren’t smart enough to realize what is happening.

Reply · 68 · Share

KO1134
22 hours ago

When you have a present government that doesn’t follow the rules or law, no surprise it flows downhill 
into the rest of society.  

Reply · 29 · Share

Im TheCat
22 hours ago

“When you show up with two teams in uniform, a ref and two coaches, usually nobody is asking to see 
your permit,” said Johansson. Best quote ever

Reply · 38 · Share

Sickofit
1 day ago



Show 1 more reply

My Beautiful America is dying.
My heart breaks more every day.

Reply · 125 · Share

Mc
20 hours ago

I often think I am glad I am older and won’t see how bad it gets but what about what it will be like 
for my children. They are young and don’t see how concerning all of this is yet. 

Reply · 20 · Share

1 reply

Robert James
1 day ago

It's not just America. It's a Western Disease. 

Reply · 50 · Share

Cape Dweller
23 hours ago

The price you pay. At least the tweets are civil and you can still get an abortion; and that’s what’s 
important.

Reply · 37 · Share

Show 6 more replies

Ed Ryan
1 day ago

Did the police ask one illegal invaders if they had a permit to use the tax payer funded field?
Did they ask the invaders for ID?

Reply · 391 · Share

John Bencini
23 hours ago

Great point

Reply · 66 · Share

5 replies

Sane NYer
23 hours ago

Gotta love sanctuary city NYC where you can't call ICE on these illegals and get them deported.

Reply · 121 · Share



2 replies

Cobra Wing
21 hours ago

Our politicians have abandoned us.  Our police have been put in restraints.  It is now time for WE THE 
PEOPLE to fight back for our rights as Malcolm-X said
 . . . by any means necessary!

Reply · 16 · Share

Winner Wolf
23 hours ago

Looks like legal citizens have lost the home court advantage thank Joe Biden ...

Reply · 97 · Share

1 reply

INNS BRUCK
23 hours ago

Goal is to overturn the country, little by little, until you have nothing left.
 
They're not going to come and tell you, they're doing it in covert ways... the "not smart" Americans 
not seeing this will get steamrolled.

(Edited)

Reply · 67 · Share

Vextvixen212
23 hours ago

And Adams who beckoned them here and allows this to flourish. Look at Flushing!!! My gosh it's a 
disgrace. But what does Adams care? Just as long as he gets his cut of the money pie.

Reply · 46 · Share

DJM123
23 hours ago

“Let me see your permit”.  Once again -  rules working against those who follow them. A NYC special. 

Reply · 65 · Share

Babbo
1 day ago

I'm so sorry this happened
This city isn't becoming lawless...it already is!

Reply · 120 · Share

Cary Grant



Show 1 more reply

1 reply

1 day ago

Really? I hadn't noticed... anonymous liberal. 
(Edited)

Reply · 18 · Share

Mike D
22 hours ago

Hopeless and helpless. Living in a blue state it’s a race to the bottom. Real long term damage has been 
done. It’s not easy for people to pick up and leave, but ultimately that’s what will have to happen for any 
change and it’ll be too late.  Biden has showed he won’t help New York. And you think T...See more

Reply · 8 · Share

Southern Sunnyside
20 hours ago

This is a part of our current immigration policy. Many folks who get here feel Entitled.  Something has to 
change.

Reply · 18 · Share

1 reply

We Know It's True
20 hours ago

The first thing that needs to change, is a D vote to an R.
(Edited)

Reply · 11 · Share

Cary Grant
1 day ago

What's infuriating is that alleged "people", i.e: LIBERALS vote for this over and again. But they dare not 
complain because their pathetic need to fit in with the woke mob exceeds all else. They can't stand the 
thought of being shunned by their fellow cultists. How sick is that? I would worry if I ...
See more

Reply · 135 · Share

William Hayes
23 hours ago

They also just can’t admit they were wrong 

Reply · 55 · Share

M Oleary
23 hours ago



1 reply

No one can actually SEE who you filled in the circle for on the ballot. There are privacy sleeves and 
everything. 

Reply · 8 · Share

1 reply

Mati Lykins
22 hours ago

TO MY FELLOW US CITIZENS;  remember Biden threw us to the dogs - we're on our own.  He's busy 
trying to raise money and buy votes, or bribe folks for votes.  No telling if its already too late to reel it in 
but 4 more years and forget about it, we cannot take the chance.  

Reply · 24 · Share

Seriously ?
22 hours ago

They take your money, your food, your streets, your homes , your parks and everyone sits back and lets it 
happen. It will get worse , the more you give the more entitled they become. It’s over for New York. 

Reply · 16 · Share

Mike
6 hours ago

This is the World the Democratic Party has brought to America.  Everyone is affected , this is not about 
Politics like Biden makes believe . These encounters will increase and will get Violent . Billions wasted 
for absolutely nothing except just Politics and Biden says he wants more . Now it's obvi...
See more

Reply · 11 · Share

You-Voted-For-This
1 day ago

Maybe the cops should have asked the illegals for their permits to be IN THIS COUNTRY.  Not that it 
would do any good as NYC will not cooperate with ICE anyway.  How much more proof do you need that 
Democrats hate Americans and value illegals more than the people who pay their salaries..

Reply · 108 · Share

1 reply

Jake
23 hours ago

Republicans should be making “Thank a democrat” billboards with pictures of illegal immigrant 
activity all over the city.

Reply · 76 · Share



Show 2 more replies

1 reply

UncleDude
1 day ago

Wonder how many hours the cops will have spend to complete reports of this encounter for the city 
council 

Reply · 37 · Share

1 reply

Enik
23 hours ago

The consequences of your (voting) actions.

Reply · 40 · Share

Dhotts
21 hours ago

These same parents who are offended, are the same people that vote for Democrats, Joe Biden, Hochul 
and City Council. Trump warned everyone about what would happen if Biden was elected and 90% of 
Trumps predictions have come to pass.

Reply · 11 · Share

Hgfddf Bhfdgg
20 hours ago

Some People can’t handle the truth

Reply · 3 · Share

Bella_NYC
1 day ago

That’s unfair! These people here illegally don’t want to follow laws and are given a free pass bc no one 
wants to deal with them. I hope the are ALL deported

Reply · 123 · Share

1 reply

Big Steve
20 hours ago

They’ll be moving into your home soon. Don’t laugh folks.
(Edited)

Reply · 19 · Share

FT
20 hours ago



They won't be as long as people keep voting for the dem party. Vote GOP.

Reply · 12 · Share

Show 1 more reply

reddy formore
23 hours ago

They refused to leave?! Really?! Put them on buses, take them to the airport and off they go.
(Edited)

Reply · 41 · Share

1 reply

Tom Menino
22 hours ago

Drop them at Gracie Mansion. 

Reply · 13 · Share

Show 1 more reply

SwaggerManWithNoPlan
1 day ago

Those teams boys should have come back with their fathers and played that game....
 
Either we play that game now or the game gets alot harder later......

(Edited)

Reply · 35 · Share

William Hayes
23 hours ago

It’s kind of funny… when you watch movies or read accounts from the past, people seemed to have 
an overreaction. They would show up with shotguns and run the illegals or minorities away. But 
look what happens when you don’t do that. 

Reply · 25 · Share

2 replies

Rayce Aryan
1 day ago

40, 50 years ago that's exactly what would have happened. dad, illegals stole our baseball field! get 
the shotgun and keys boy. we're going down there. 

Reply · 33 · Share

Simple Biden
23 hours ago



1 reply

The Democrats just made these players, 40 of them, to be future voters for Republicans. 

Reply · 17 · Share

Jest Forefun
1 day ago

"Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of 
your teeming shore."
 
Not sure this is the wretched refuse we were expecting.... 

Reply · 78 · Share

Rayce Aryan
1 day ago

written by a tiny hat woman. america was never about unfettered immigration, it's a complete 
myth. 

Reply · 55 · Share

6 replies

Ed Ryan
1 day ago

That was written by a Frenchman.

Reply · 16 · Share

Jack Maniscalco
1 day ago

The coaches forgot that NYC has stripped all citizens of their rights and given carte blanche to illegals.

Reply · 77 · Share

1 reply

LyinDems
23 hours ago

back in the day the mob would have showed up with bats and chased them off the field. to bad nyc 
is just a bunch of sissys now

Reply · 33 · Share

1 reply

Big Steve
20 hours ago

Yep, they stole my daughter’s last two cars. One was found totaled and the other one hasn’t been 
found yet. 

Reply · 2 · Share



Show 1 more reply

Mr Rogers
1 day ago

Only in NY.  Give us you stuff,  its ours now!  
You need any fentanyl?

Reply · 182 · Share

drewinmass
22 hours ago

if only it was only in NY

Reply · 12 · Share

Joe Smith
1 day ago

Remember they have more rights than you. 

Reply · 78 · Share

LJ
1 day ago

This is what dems advocated for!!

Reply · 106 · Share

Chillin
1 day ago

Call Give Jokel and Mayor Bluesuit, great job voters, sanctuary city

Reply · 74 · Share

2 replies

Hans Soto
1 day ago

Don’t they have those airhorns in a can?  Just blow that 200 decimal noise in their ears and make 
them deaf?

Reply · 51 · Share

Hester Mofet
20 hours ago

Beta parents should have challenged the squatters. Now they’re afraid and have effectively ceded the 
playing ground. Unbelievable 

Reply · 7 · Share



1 reply

hill52
1 day ago

More and more people who would vote against the  Dems are moving out. My Debbie downer self feels 
hopeless!

Reply · 19 · Share

Show 1 more reply

Had Enough
23 hours ago

So the teams had to show certificates, Proof of their legitimacy, but the illegals have to show nothing. 
How about making them show their lease to legally occupy the site? The criminals win again. 

Reply · 19 · Share

FT
21 hours ago

How about  showing there papers or deport them. You dems will lose in NOV. for what you have 
done to this state. We need recall laws here.

Reply · 3 · Share

1 reply

Bobby
1 day ago

and all the parents will vote Democrat this November, so I have no sympathy

Reply · 62 · Share

1 reply

Frank Gerrard
22 hours ago

And this, after only about three years of a border policy by Biden and Mayorkas, that prohibits 
Constitutional law enforcement. And Schumer calls this a mere “Policy difference“ between political 
parties. I don’t know what the Democrats imagine. American life to look like in the near future, but ut...
See more

Reply · 8 · Share

Emilio FFL
22 hours ago

Well the politicians brought back the crime era of the 80’s. So the neighborhoods have to do what we use 
to do, protecting our own communities. NYC went from passive Policing and crime was out of control, to 
pro active policing and the city was safer than ever, and people in there hoods didn’t have...



See more
Reply · 6 · Share

Felonious Moper
16 hours ago

The coaches should have reported that MAGA supporters had taken over the field and watch how quick 
the National Guard is called out. 

Reply · 10 · Share

Show 2 more replies

Storm44
1 day ago

This is what you get in New York and California. Our country would be wonderful if both would secede 
and take Washington DC with them.

Reply · 51 · Share

1 reply

MB
23 hours ago

This is spreading across the entire nation. Wake up

Reply · 13 · Share

Johnny Mac
23 hours ago

👆bot

Reply · 4 · Share

2 replies

catattack
23 hours ago

the walking corpse and his handlers are destroying this country day by day.  only one man can save us 
now.  vote him in, and support mass deportation. immigration must be done legally and controlled.

Reply · 23 · Share

Katie
22 hours ago

Bring big dogs. Mostly all of these immigrants are terrified of big dogs. In their  countries dogs are not 
pets and considered dangerous street animals, no animal control. I live near one of these shelters and 
walk my very sweet pitbull down the street and they freak out, their kids scream, and the...See more

Reply · 14 · Share



Billy Johnson
1 day ago

 I wonder how many leftist voters parents were affected by their kids not being able to play. 
Karma is funny hahaha

Reply · 92 · Share

1 reply

Cary Grant
1 day ago

I don't think their kids participate in sports other than in a video game. 

Reply · 27 · Share

Tom Dockery
23 hours ago

Obama should have been stopped in 2008 but you wouldn't listen.
He brought Randall Stephens to life.

Reply · 23 · Share

BrooklynBorn
23 hours ago

Trump was right! 

Reply · 44 · Share

1 reply

A
22 hours ago

immigration taking over new york, biden raising your taxes, real estate market crashing, no one 
prosecuted in new york except trump. and you still vote democratic?

Reply · 15 · Share

1 reply

Phoebe Darling
23 hours ago

Democrats, democrats, democrats……keep voting blue. I bet $10,000 that every single one of those 
parents who are democrats will not be able to bring themselves to vote for a conservative in November. 
 
So, you keep on keepin’ on, Joe Dirts. Embrace the diversity. Pretzel up your brain to somehow blame...
See more

Reply · 22 · Share



1 reply

Kats Meow
23 hours ago

This is out of control. They are allowed to run wild while stealing, trespassing, and breaking laws and the 
police do nothing. 

Reply · 12 · Share

Idiot Taxpayer
23 hours ago

“To resolve the conflict, the cops asked to see a copy of the club team’s city permit.” In that moment, 40 
libertarians were born.

Reply · 10 · Share

Show 1 more reply

gamblour
22 hours ago

This is what an invasion looks like, people. We’re losing our country more and more every single day. 

Reply · 27 · Share

J D
22 hours ago

Go into Manhattan, zombie fest. The trains are a moving 4th world festival.

Reply · 7 · Share

MR Michael Randazzo
21 hours ago

Voting has consequences.  So here you go.  These same people who will complain will vote exactly the 
same come November.

Reply · 7 · Share

Jarvi Jumper
3 hours ago

Last paragraph: Randall's Island does not sit on the other side of the Harlem River. It's an island. It's in 
the middle of the river.
My kid played on that field years ago, and it's ridiculous that space isn't available for soccer teams, but 
the coach did make the right decision. Grateful there was ...
See more (Edited)

Reply · 6 · Share

Paul Chan



23 hours ago

If you were in China where people can't vote, you can complain.
 
When you are in USA and having the right to elect who to lead and choose Democratic Party, it's your 
problem.    You get what you vote for.

Reply · 11 · Share

FT
20 hours ago

Right they should be voting for the GOP.

Reply · 2 · Share

MDog
21 hours ago

We should all take a moment to thanks President Biden, VP Harris, all government officials, letitia 
james, Alvin Bragg, and Gov. Hochul.  None of you are doing the job that you were elected to do.  I 
think each of you should cancel your security details and car service paid for by the tax payers, g...
See more

Reply · 11 · Share

Isabel
21 hours ago

They are doing the job they were elected to do in the sense that Soros (or other billionaire 
globalists)  funded their campaigns precisely so they would engage in prosecutorial misconduct and 
/ or promoting polices that damage the middle class and free speech. 

Reply · 3 · Share

DW
21 hours ago

Don't forget toothy AOC, Schumer and the others 

Reply · 7 · Share

James Dalton
23 hours ago

Coach was a coward. Should have never left and called for Police supervisor. If that didn’t work call state 
police . Keep calling til someone DID THEIR JOB . 

Reply · 18 · Share

Jim Hayes
22 hours ago

Unfortunately all it would take is one kid getting hurt or knifed by an illegal and the coach would be 
blamed by the parents. He did the right thing. He called the cops. 

Reply · 7 · Share



Show 1 more reply

Ed Marlukes
23 hours ago

Military age, good sized and aggressive. Go to R. I. and look 

Reply · 7 · Share

IsIt Real?
15 hours ago

Surprised the city council didnt have the players and coaches arrested.  This city has no rules for 
anything enforced.  

Reply · 5 · Share

1 reply

Gene Mich
1 day ago

You will not do anything when they will take over your homes and businesses and wifes and children. 
Thats how it was planned. 

Reply · 14 · Share

LL
23 hours ago

Thanks Joe Briben and Democrat Senators, you own this!

Reply · 16 · Share

Tom Menino
22 hours ago

The voters who checked off (D) own this.

Reply · 8 · Share

James Miller
1 day ago

i honestly can’t believe this is america. 

Reply · 43 · Share

INNS BRUCK
1 day ago

They'll flood the entire country within a year, mark my words.

Reply · 37 · Share

Without Blinders



23 hours ago

This is “Biden’s America.”

Reply · 23 · Share

Show 1 more reply

Itriggertrolls
22 hours ago

I can’t get over basically half this country supports this.  

Reply · 14 · Share

Crossfire Hurricane
22 hours ago

They support it until it hits close to home.

Reply · 14 · Share

Joe Scarborough is a Liar
22 hours ago

Makes no sense at all. Many boomers my age. I don’t get it one bit.

Reply · 7 · Share
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